Snapshot
Enterprise Risk Management software innovation, Northern
Sydney Local Health District
NSLHD is a complex organisation comprising over 10,000 staff working across multiple locations. It provides
health related services to over 850,000 people across a significant metropolitan area.
NSLHD’s Mental Health Drug and Alcohol (MHDA) Directorate comprises 1,500 staff. It was this Directorate
which commenced implementation of the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) IT system described below and
continues to build all integrated modules.

Vision and strategy

Software development

In 2002, MHDA set out to unify the Directorates
approach to risk management; conform to industry,
state and international risk management standards;
and establish a risk aware culture. With executive
portfolio sponsorship, a Risk Committee, policy and
ERM work plan which was developed and tracked.

The first stage release of ERM software to be
launched for MHDA was RiskIT in 2008. It covered
key risk areas titled: Enterprise, Service, Housing,
Facility, Operation and Infection. It collated data
from regular inspections of housing and facilities
plus infection control assessments and tracked them
against the MHDA’s Strategic Plan and was aligned
to Best Practice with Industry Standards. In June
2009 NSW Health Policy was adopted and RiskIT was
modified for compliance.

By 2009, NSW Health had issued a mandate for risk
management which was incorporated into the
MHDA’s goals.
Early on, MHDA identified that creating a flexible
software solution would be vital to the efficacy of
ERM. The principles of Lean thinking, Flexibility,
Integration and Accountability were paramount.
They wanted software which could:

Additional modules have since been developed to
cover the broader needs of NSLHD. These modules
include:
▪

Sentinel Event Investigation Tracking (SeeIT): a
root cause analysis tool for specific
investigations arising from order from the State
Coroner or Health Care Complaints

▪

Monitor stakeholder feedback and report

▪

Compliant and auditable

▪

Enterprise focused

▪

▪

Replace the disparate and inconsistent spread
sheets and databases which were currently used
by numerous staff

Internal Audits (AudIT): tracks all internal audits
across the whole of RiskIT

▪

Automate as much as possible, reporting and
action tracking.

Service Level Agreements (AgreeIT): store and
maintain all agreements made between NSLHD
and external parties

▪

After going through the tender process, MHDA
established an alliance relationship with Periscope, a
software company.

ActionIT: which tracks all recommendations,
actions and treatment plans which arise from all
investigations and assessments

▪

Clinical Practice Improvement (ImproveIT):
records legal clinical practice quality
improvements across the system.

▪

In 2013, the NSLHD decided to incorporate MHDA’s
software (see next section) into all operations.

The various modules have all been built with
customised data fields, workflows and reports (both
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scheduled and ad hoc). Each system user can fully
adapt the dashboard to suit their purposes.

the contribution of NSLHD to the configuration
of the Periscope Software platform.

System manuals and business rules are fully
documented and available on the LHD’s intranet.

▪

Streamlined approach to risk assessment,
investigation and tracking of actions

Key challenges

▪

Fully transferrable software package

▪

Training and education provided across the LHD
with orientation, Risk Champion seminars and
Annual MHDA Risk Workshops

▪

Engagement of staff through RiskIT Champions
in the organisation and involving frontline teams
in working parties to create user manuals and
business rules.

▪

Evidence approach to actions and the
introduction of verification processes

▪

Clinical health professionals required training to
ensure the system could be used competently

▪

Ongoing reform to the Health Sector has
resulted in goalposts changing, and a need for
ongoing reviews to reflect this

▪

Creating a shared understanding of risk;
particularly the differences between hazards,
incidents and risks meant that education and
training has to be continually refreshed and risk
champions are integral.

Future plans

Achievements
▪

An accurate and up-to-date organisational
structure with clearly defined accountabilities
and responsibilities is built into the system

▪

A uniform approach to risk rating used across
the LHD which means there is a ‘single source of
truth’ across the business

▪

Full accreditation against the Australian
Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care
(NSQHS) standards achieved across all Health
Services, MHDA met with merit and
endorsement from the overarching NSLHD peak
risk group: the NSLHD Integrated Risk
Management Advisory Committee

▪

NSLHD and Periscope entered into a
commercialisation agreement which recognises

▪

Aim to have RiskIT embraced by other services
working within health environment or other
organisations

▪

Add a future module called LegalIT to support
the management of case matters, including case
management, monitoring, and collaboration and
reporting

▪

Add GPS functionality to allow for geographical
representation to data

▪

Continue to refine links between risk appetite,
and the existing risk register

▪

Undergo Treasury and NSW Ministry of Health
review

▪

Continue the education of users by running risk
profiling workshops

RiskIT
AgreeIT

SeeIT

AudIT

ImproveIT

Recommendations/ Actions/ Treatment (ActionIT)
This brief was prepared by Big Picture Communications based on presented material from Kerry England and Sally Whitten from Northern
Sydney Local Health District at the NSW Treasury Managed Fund Sharing Day 2015. Other contributors include Andrea Taylor, Paul Russell
and Ian Dockeary. For more information, please contact Kerry via Kerry.England@health.nsw.gov.au or Sally via
Sally.Whitten@health.nsw.gov.au.
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